
Ref: AISV-17th WR- 21st AUGUST TO 25th AUGUST 2023

Dear Parents

Greetings!

Pre-Primary & Primary/Secondary Weekly Report of AISV-17th WR-
21st AUGUST TO 25th AUGUST 2023

ASSEMBLY TIME

Prayer
Affirmations
Gurukulam
Birthday Celebration
Mass Drill
National Anthem
National Song
School Anthem

FOUNDATIONAL STAGE (NURSERY TO C2)

NURSERY

Circle Time/Observe & Discuss Little Masters were shown different fruits and
made aware of their names, colour and taste.

Pre-writing skills Teeny Weeny fingers drew horizontal, vertical,
diagonal and zigzag lines on the floor with
chalk.

Literacy skills Revision of letters A,E,F,H,I,K,L,T,V,X,Y,Z was
done through matching exercises. Also the
letter 'M' was introduced.

Pre-Math skills Tiny tots were introduced to number '4'.

GK(picture talk) Kids were taught the sound of letters 'G' and
'H'.Riding action was taught using riding toys.



Motor skills(fine/gross) Little players actively participated in Throw and
Catch activity. Squeezing activity with sponge
and water was done.

Rhymes & Stories Little masters revised the rhymes 'Row Row
Row your boat' and 'I hear thunder’. Also the
story 'Thirsty Crow' was revised.

Art & Craft Little artists made different patterns and
shapes by twisting and pasting crumpled paper
in Sundaram book.

LOWER KINDERGARTEN

Circle Time/Observe & Discuss Kids were shown a picture of a Vegetable and
also were asked to bring a fruit or a vegetable
from home and were asked about the name of
the vegetable, its colour and its use. (food
preparation).

Literacy skills Kids practised writing Capital letters A to V in
their English NB. Kids practised writing Capital
letter S to V and small letters s to v in their
capital letter and small letter TB.

They also practised dictation in their NB. They
also practised the worksheet.

Numeracy skills Kids revised Number 15 and 16 through Tens
and Ones concept and practised the same in
their NB. They also practised the worksheet.

Language smart (Hindi) Kids were introduced to �वर औ they traced and
practised the same in their TB and in their NB.



Kids practised writing dictation in their Hindi
NB. They also practised the worksheet.

Little singers were introduced to a new rhyme
'हर� भर� सि�जयां' and they merrily recited the
same.

GK(picture talk) Little Champs were introduced with a new topic
'Vegetables', they were explained its
importance and they pasted the sticker in their
TB.

They also coloured the Vegetables drawn in in
their GK NB. They also practised the worksheet.

Art & Craft Little Artist imprinted bubble paper design on
the fruit basket drawn in their Yuva Drawing
book.

Motor skills (fine/gross) Champs jumped on the footprint and did a
handprint on the image drawn on the floor.

Rhymes & Stories Little singers were introduced to a new rhyme
'Suraj' and they merrily recited the same.

UPPER KINDERGARTEN

Literacy skills Little stars practised writing mp, lt, nt and ft
words and different cursive patterns for
preparation.

Numeracy skills Little Champs practised greater than, less than
and equal to, before, after and between
numbers. They also practised ascending and
descending order.



Language smart (Hindi) Students were introduced to the vyanjan ब, भ
and म along with the vyanjan rhyme.

Motor skills(fine/gross) Little stars enjoyed doing rolling pin activity by
putting the biscuits in the transparent zip lock
bag and making the crushed biscuits crumbs.

Rhymes & Stories Munchkins were introduced to the new rhymes
"Two baby lions" and "vegetables" with actions.

GK(picture talk) Toddlers practised writing the words "animals
and their homes" and "vegetables". They also
taught about how domestic animals help us.

Art & Craft Munchkins enjoyed drawing and colouring the
animal faces and vegetables.

Grade 1&2: Gurukulam

Moment to be with self!
Know more about yourself by being calm, where the little minds get ready to
pave their path in the practical world.
The path they walk along in the Gurukulam session is with prayers, breathing
exercises, concentration techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants.
The session gives all a chance to close their eyes and introspect. Attain a few
moments of calmness and time with: “Self”.

GRADE 1

Literacy skills Grammar - Pronoun textual exercises, revision. Stencil -
word meaning, questions and answers done.

Numeracy skills Learned tens and wrote number names 51 to 99 along with
tens and ones grouping, solved addition and subtraction



sums and revised number stories in notebook for class test.

Mental Maths:Kids understood what mental maths is and
how it is helpful.

Science around us
things

Class test, Food and Home of Animals - introduction and
explanation, textual exercises done.

Language Smart -
Hindi

�व�याथ�य� ने ऋ क� मा�ा सीखी और ऋ क� मा�ा के श�द �सख कर
अ�यास काय� पणू� �क� या । उ और ऊ क� मा�ा वाले श�द का पनुरावत�न कर
�ुतलेखन �लखा ।
Hindi Lab:- कठ�थ क�वता सब के सामने सनुा के क�वता का अ�यास
�कया।

Life skills Reuse-learned to make a pencil holder by disposable
containers.

Alphanumeric Students played Numbers games using Ball, and did
revision of sentences with pronouns on board.

G.K Students did written revision in G.K notebook.

Smart Tech-
Computer

Kids had written important notes of chapter-2 Types Of
Computers in their notebook.

Art & Craft Lil artists coloured a swan picture in their drawing book.

Library Little champs keenly listened and understood the story
“The two friends and the bear” in the library period.

Dance Students enjoyed dancing to the tune of the song on
Raksha bandhan.

PE The Final round of Interclass competition as part of the
Sports week was organised and students participated in the
same.

Music Kids enjoyed Raksha Bandhan songs with rhythm and
showed love for this beautiful festival.

GRADE 2

Literacy skills English Grammar - Students understood L.4 'Adjectives' of
position, number, feel, colour along with textual exercises.

English Stencil - Students wrote question answers of
'Review-1' in their notebook. Therefore they understood the
poem 'Weather Report' and wrote 'difficult words' in their
notebook.

English Cafe - Students did cross words in the textbook.



Numeracy skills Kids attempted a class test of chapter 4 - Addition of bigger
numbers. They learned subtraction of bigger numbers with
regrouping along with textual exercises of chapter-5.

Science around
us

Kids wrote difficult words, definitions, and textual exercises
of chapter-9 Bones and muscles in their notebooks. As a
part of revision students solved the Practice Worksheet.

Language Smart
- Hindi

छा�� ने पाठ चहूा और शरे�सहं का अ�यास काय� �कया और Practice
worksheet _04 करवाया गया ।
�याकरण- पाठ ९ “नाम क� जगह “ के अ�यास काय� करवाए गए ।

Life Skills Students learned to always appreciate the efforts of one's
through watching a video.

G.K Students did Written Revision in G.K notebook.

Smart Tech -
Computer

Little kids wrote questions and answers in a notebook (L-2
input, output and storage devices) .

Art & Craft Students made a birthday card and also drew and coloured
a picture regarding 'Chandrayaan-3 Moon Mission' in their
drawing book.

Library In the library period students saw a story on TV on the
occasion of "Raksha Bandhan '' and drew a nice drawing of
RAKHI in the drawing book.

Music Kids practised songs for upcoming National Sports Day and
Rakshabandhan.

PE The Final round of Interclass competition as part of the
Sports week was organised and students participated in the
same.

Dance Students enjoyed dancing for the occasion of Raksha
bandhan.



Primary Section

Academic session 2023-’24 - students of Grades 3 to 10 were taught the
subjects English, Hindi, Mathematics, Science, Social Science and 3rd Language
(Gujarati/Sanskrit). Classes on Life-skills, Gurukulam, Music, Dance, Yoga, Arts
and crafts were also conducted for the students.

Grade 12 students had the teaching periods of the subjects; Physics, Chemistry,
Biology, Mathematics, Business Studies, Commerce, Accountancy, English and
computer

PREPARATORY STAGE (C3 TO C5)

Grade 3

English Revision of chapter-3 How Old Is Muttajji and
Poem-Time,word-meanings and question answers done in the
class.
English Grammar -Letter Writing and Comprehension
explained and done in the class.

Science HYE Revision of Objectives from the textbook was done.

Mathematics Explanation of the long division of 3-digit numbers was done.
Number stories and textual exercises related to the topic
were solved. Completed ch-6 More on division.

Hindi 3A/B/C ग�रमा पाठ ५ एक शर�र म� �कतने दो ह�? के अतं�गत आने वाले सभी



अ�यास काय� एवम ��न उ�र का पनुरावत�न �कया गया।
�याकरण पाठ �लगं और वचन के अतंग�त आने वाले सभी अ�यास काय� एवम
��न उ�र का पनुरावत�न �कया गया।
3A-�व�या�थ�य� को पाठ- 6, पंछ� क� चाह के श�दाथ� व ��न उ�र का पनुरावत�न
काय� करवाया गया।

Music Students learnt Ganesha Song.

Dance Students learnt further on the song shree ganesha deva.
And danced the songs learnt till now.

PE Some students participated in semi final rounds
(games:chess,backhand races, multitasking race)then after
the semifinals round few students were selected in the final
rounds.

Computer Students learned the topics Task View and Notification Area. I
Learned to use Shortcut keys. Solved textual exercises till Q.3

Library Time Students enjoyed reading stories of Arabian nights and Gk
Quiz done during the library period.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Art & Craft 3A drawn and coloured lord Ganesha and traditional pots in
their sketch book. 3B kids have drawn and coloured peacocks
and masks on a separate sheet. 3C kids have drawn and
coloured Rajasthani two ladies on a separate sheet.

Effective Public
Speaking

Students enjoyed making their own stories using Kahani
cubes- a story game.

Grade 4

English
English Grammar: Letter Writing, discussed and done in the
class.

Maths Completed ch-5 multiples and factors. Started Ch-8
Geometry. Basic geometrical concepts were explained.
Explanation of measuring and constructing line segments
was done. Circle and parts of the circle were discussed.
Textual exercises related to the topics were solved.

Science Section C: Chapter 11 Force, Work and Energy explanation
and textual exercises were completed in the class.



Social Studies Section A/B/C: Chapter 3 The Western Desert explanation
and textual exercises were completed in the class.

Sanskrit छा�� ने पनुरावत�न म� पाठ २,३ का वग� म�ूयांकन �कया |

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ ઘરનો ના�તો ત�ુંર�ત ના�તો શાળામાં આવીને બનાવી

એ��ટિવટ� કર� , એકબી� સાથે વહ�ચીને . પાઠ -2 અને 6 નો ટ��ટ આપી ,
�નુરાવત�ન ક�ુ�.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� को �याकरण से संबं�धत सभी प�रभाषाएं �लखवाई गई व उन
प�रभाषाओं का क�ा टे�ट भी �लया गया। क�ा म� पनुरावत�न का काय� भी
करवाया गया।

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Dance Students learnt further on the song shree ganesha deva.
And danced the songs learnt till now.

Library time Students enjoyed story telling of The fisherman and the
Genie from Arabian nights and read the same during the
library period.

PE Some students participated in semi final rounds
(games:chess, multitasking race,backhand races)then after
semifinals few students were selected in final rounds for
sports week.

Music Students learnt Ganesha Song.

Art & Craft Gr.4A kids have drawn and coloured headgears and pot of
Punjab on a separate sheet. 4B kids have drawn and
coloured Headgears and pots.4 C kids have drawn and
coloured folk art of Bengal and mask of Maa Kali in their
sketch book.

Effective Public
Speaking

Students enjoyed making their own stories using Kahani
cubes- a story game.

Grade 5

English New grammar topics, Prepositions and Punctuations were
introduced in the class. Explained about the same with
examples. Textual exercises were also discussed and done in



the class.

Social Studies Ch-9 Natural Disaster explanation completed.

Grade 5A: Question \ Answers from the chapter natural disaster
discussed and done in the class.

Science Section C: Chapter 5 Rocks and Minerals explanation and
textual exercises were completed in the class.

Maths Students were explained how to find H.C.F and L.C.M of the
given group of numbers using prime factorisation as well as
division method. They were also introduced to the new chapter
of Geometry wherein they learnt all the basic concepts of
geometry.

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “ગ�લેખન અને િનબધં લેખન” ની સમજ મેળવી અને તે�ું લેખન

ક�ુ�.

Sanskrit छा�� ने सं�कृत म� 11 से 30 क� �गनती का लेखन और वांचन �कया और शर�र के
अगंो के नाम रंगो के नाम,प�ी के नाम का सं�कृत म� लेखन और वांचन �कया |

Hindi 5A/B �याकरण- पाठ �लगं , वचन और ��या के अतंग�त आने वाले सभी अ�यास
काय� एवम ��न उ�र का पनुरावत�न �कया गया।

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments
of calmness and time with “Self”.

Library Time Students enjoyed an active summary telling from issued books
during the library period.

Dance Students learnt further on the song shree ganesha deva.
And danced the songs learnt till now.

Computer Students learn Merge and center formatting of text formatting
of numbers and Excel 2016 also they learn about
netizens,hacking,hackers,spreading fake new and fraud and
impersonation and they enjoyed group discussion on
Hacking,Hacker,Scam,Prank and fraud and fake news.

PE Some students participated in semi finals rounds(games:chess,
multitasking race, skipping).then after semi finals round few
students selected in all above races.

Music Students learnt Cosmic Chant in English.

Art & Craft Gr. 5 kids have drawn,coloured ang activity of a headgear of
Mizoram. 5B kids have drawn and coloured a mask of Manipur.



Effective Public
Speaking

Students enjoyed making their own stories using Kahani cubes-
a story game.

MIDDLE STAGE (C6 TO C8)

Grade 6

English Students enhanced their grammar skills on the topic
‘Paragraph Writing’ and ‘Prepositions’. Textual exercise
and practice work of the same were done in the class.

Mathematics Section A: Basic Geometric Ideas chapter was completed with
the revision exercise. Students were introduced to a new
chapter Algebra, wherein they learnt about variable and
constant.

Section B: Basic Geometric Ideas completed, students learnt
about the circle and all the parts of it.

Science Section A: Textual Exercises and Question Answers of the
chapter Getting to know plants were done in the class.
Section B: Getting to know plants chapter was done with the
completion of textual exercise. Students were introduced to a
new chapter The body and Its Movements.

Social Science Civics chapter-2 Diversity and Discrimination explanation
completed.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने �यावहा�रक �याकरण म� '�वशषेण के अथ� एवं भेद' को समझा।
6 अ- �व�या�थ�य� ने �यावहा�रक �याकरण म� पाठ-14 'वा�य' क� प�रभाषा,अथ� व
�कार� को उदाहरण क� सहायता से समझा तथा सभी अ�यास ��न करवाए गए।

Sanskrit छा�� ने “��ड़ा�पधा�” का अ�यास काय� �कया | पनुरावत�न के �लए पाठ 2,4 का
वग� म�ूयांकन �कया |

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ �યાકરણમાં “��યા િવશષેણ” અને “પ� લેખન”ની સમજ મેળવી,
તે�ું લેખન ક�ુ�.

Computer Students learn about malware, how it infects websites,
removable drives and how to know if a computer is infected.

PE Information about the National Sports Day and Major Dhyan
Chand's story was shared with the students. Students enjoyed
the sprint shuttle running race.

Dance Students learnt further on the song shree ganesha deva.
They danced on the songs learnt till now.



Music Students learnt Cosmic Chant in English and Hindi.

Library Time Students enjoyed an active summary telling from issued
books during the library period.

Effective Public
Speaking

Topics like classroom rules and general etiquette to be
followed in the school discussed with the students.

Art & Craft 6A - Students made Headgear of Sikkim.
6B students drew and coloured the traditional pots of Goa.

Gurukulam
Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Grade 7

English Students enhanced their grammar skills on the topic ‘Article
Writing’ and ‘Adjectives & Adjective Phrases’. Textual
exercise and practice work of the same were done in the class.

Mathematics Section A: The chapter Triangle and its property was
completed with the completion of revision exercise.
Section B: Triangle and its properties continued, explanation of
Pythagoras theorem and exercise based on the same solved in
the class.

Science Section A: Textual Exercises and Question Answers of the
chapter Soil were done in the class.
Section B: Textual Exercises and Question Answers of the
chapter Soil were done in the class.Students were introduced
to a new chapter Respiration In Organisms, wherein they
learnt about respiration and types of cellular respiration.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ- 13 'वा�य शोधन' को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Sanskrit छा�ोने “��वण� �वजः”का पठन �कया,उसका ना�यसंवाद �कया ,भाषांतर �कया और
अ�यास काय� �कया |

Social Science Geography Chapter-4 Air explanation continued in the class.

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ �યાકરણમાં “��યા િવશષેણ” અને “પ� લેખન”ની સમજ મેળવી,
તે�ું લેખન ક�ુ�.

Computer Students learnt how to create a table in a html
webpage,rowspan and colspan of table and how to add audio
and video in a webpage using html.

PE Information about the National Sports Day and Major Dhyan



Chand's story was shared with the students. Students enjoyed
playing dodge ball.

Dance Students learnt further on the song shree ganesha deva.
They danced on the songs learnt till now.

Music Students learnt Basic theory of keyboard playing and also learnt
how to play Twinkle twinkle song on keyboard.

Library Time Students enjoyed an active summary telling from issued books
during the library period.

Art & Craft 7A - Students drew and coloured traditional jewellery of Tamil
Nadu.
7B- Students drew and coloured Nagaland Mask. Activity to

make a 3D mask was conducted in the class.

Effective Public
Speaking

Pointers to have a good debate explained in the class. Do’s and
dont’s for the same explained.

Gurukulam
Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments
of calmness and time with “Self”.

Grade 8

English English Stencils: PROSE- 1) April 2) A Cold Winter's Night
Were explained and textual exercises discussed in the class.
POEM: I Wandered Lonely As A Cloud, read and stanza
wise explanation done in the class.

Mathematics From the chapter Factorisation, Exercise-7.1-Q10, Exercise 7.2
- Q2 and Q3 was solved.

Exercise 8.5 solved till Q10.

Science Students were introduced to a new chapter Combustion and
Flame, wherein they learnt about combustion, product of
combustion,conditions necessary for combustion, characteristic
of combustion, types of combustion, extinguishing a fire, and
taking care of combustible materials.

Social Science
(History)

Students were introduced with a new chapter ‘Tribals, Dikus
and the vision of a Golden Age’ wherein they learned about
varied Indian tribes and the problems faced by them during
the colonial period.

Sanskrit छा�� ने “संसारसागर�य” का पठन �कया ,भाषांतर �कया और अ�यास काय� �कया
|



Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ �યાકરણમાં “��યા િવશષેણ” અને “પ� લેખન , વાતા� લેખન”ની
સમજ મેળવી ,તે�ું લેખન ક�ુ�.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने �यावहा�रक �याकरण म� '�वशषेण के अथ� एवं भेद' को समझा।

Computer Students learnt live demo of Bub on/off application and text to
speech app using mit app inventor, how to test application in
an android phone. Application based topic given as an activity.

Library Time Students enthusiastically reviewed books and referred to some
reference books, fiction, non fiction during library period.

PE Information about the National Sports Day and Major Dhyan
Chand's story was shared with the students. Students enjoyed
playing dodge ball.

Music Students learnt Hindi Diwas Song.

Dance Students learnt further on the song shree ganesha deva.
They danced on the songs learnt till now.

Art & Craft Students drew and coloured an Assami dancing lady figure on
a separate sheet.

Effective Public
Speaking

Pointers to have a good debate explained in the class. A video
for the same shown, do’s and don'ts for the same explained.

Gurukulam
Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

SECONDARY STAGE (C9 TO C12)

Grade 9

English Passive Voice : Past Tense & Future Tense, structures
were explained and exercises related to the same were
done in the class.

Mathematics Revision of polynomials and lines and angles done and also
students have solved examples in class .

Science -Chemistry Started a new chapter Structure of Atom wherein atomic
numbers of elements and valency of elements were
discussed.



Science- Biology The structure and function of Xylem was explained from
the chapter Tissues.

SS- History From the chapter ‘Nazism and the Rise of Hiter’
students came to know about how Hiter rose to power and
the destruction of democracy.

SS- Political Science Students were introduced with the new chapter
‘Constitutional design’. Wherein they came to know
about constituent assembly, its formation, and its working.

Computer Students learn about social media and group discussion on
cyber bulling.

Gurukulam
Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने संचयन पा�य प�ुतक के पाठ- 2 'द:ुख का अ�धकार' का
पनुरावत�न �कया।

PE Given the information about the importance of national
sports day and major Dhyan Chand history. Students
enjoyed the Dodgeball game in PE Class.

Art & Craft Gr. 9 students have drawn and coloured a traditional pot of
Jammu & Kashmir on a separate sheet.

Library Time Students have referred some reference books, fiction, non
fiction and issued the same during library period.

Grade 10

English Ch-10: The Sermon at Benares was read and explained
in the class and notes were given after discussion.Poem:
Anne Gregory was read and explained in the class.

Mathematics A new chapter, Statistics was introduced to the class and
finding the frequency of ungrouped data was explained to
the students.
Revision of Polynomials and linear equation in two
variables done in class with extra examples.

Chemistry Completed the chapter Acids,Bases and Salts along with
practice questions .

Biology The structure and functions of Human brain- Forebrain,
midbrain and hindbrain were discussed from the chapter
Control and coordination.



Physics Combination of resistances and finding the value sof
Equivalent resistances in a series connection were explained
from the chapter, Electricity.

Science Practical Students observed the permanent slides of asexual
reproduction- budding and binary fission.

SS - Geography Students were introduced with a new chapter ‘Minerals
and Energy resources’. Wherein they came to know
about the minerals, conventional and non-conventional
resources.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने �यावहा�रक �याकरण म� 'महुावरे एवं समास' का पनुरावत�न
�कया।

Computer Students learn about how to do care and maintenance of
the computer.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

PE Given the information about national sports day and major
Dhyan Chand history. Students enjoyed cricket and
volleyball game in PE Class.

Art & Craft Gr. 10 students have drawn and coloured a traditional
Meghalaya lady face on a separate sheet.

Library Time Explain on Reading skills during the library period.

Grade 11- Science

English Mother's Day play has started in the class where students
read the characters after the plot is explained.

Physics Different types of friction were explained from the chapter,
‘Laws of Motion’
Continuing with the chapter Motion in a plane wherein
projectile motion was introduced.

Chemistry Isomerism and its types and fundamental concepts in
organic reactions were discussed from the chapter
Organic Chemistry-some basic principles and
Technique.

Chemistry Practical Salt Analysis was performed by the students

Biology The stages of Mitosis and Meiosis- I (Prophase I) was



discussed from the chapter Cell cycle and cell division.

Practical- Biology Students observed various stages of Mitosis from
permanent slide

Mathematics Continuing with chapter “ Sequence and series” . students
have solved textula examples of geometric series.

Computer Students learned about for loops and did the practice on
star pattern in the python.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Grade 11 - Commerce

Business Studies Chapter 4-Business services - Sub topic - Communication
and Transportation was covered, Chapter 5- Emerging
mode of business was introduced.

Accounts Students have been given the knowledge and
understanding of writing journal entries.
They will now be able to solve complex sums by using the
fundamental principles of accounting.

Computer Students learned about for loops and did the practice on
star pattern in the python.

English Mother's Day play has started in the class where students
read the characters after the plot is explained.

Micro Economics Students were introduced with the concept ‘Demand’.
Wherein they came to know types of demand,demand
function and factors/ determination affecting demand.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Grade 11- Humanities

English Mother's Day play has started in the class where students
read the characters after the plot is explained.



Psychology Ch-3 Base of the behaviour completed.

Micro Economics Students were introduced with the concept ‘Demand’.
Wherein they came to know types of demand,demand
function and factors/ determination affecting demand.

Computer Students learned about for loops and did the practice on
star pattern in the python.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time
with “Self”.

History The Three Orders: Crisis of the 14th Century was read
and explained and questions-answers has already been
discussed based on which students will make notes.

Grade 12- Science

Physics The chapter, ‘Electromagnetic Induction’ was completed
in the class and a new chapter, Alternating Current was
introduced.
From the chapter, Nuclei, properties of neutrons, size of
nucleus and mass energy relation were explained.

Physics Practical To convert the given galvanometer into ammeter of desired
range.

Chemistry Started a new chapter Coordination Compounds wherein
the general introduction of coordination
compounds,Werner’s Theory, IUPAC nomenclature were
discussed.

Chemistry practical Salt Analysis was performed by the students.

Biology Restriction endonucleases- types and functions, cloning
vectors- properties were explained from the chapter
Biotechnology -Principles and processes.

Biology- Practical Students performed the following practical:
1. Pollen germination
2. Observation of T.S of testis and ovary from permanent

slides.

English Poets & Pancakes story was completed and the discussion
was done based on the chapter. Students will now make
notes of the chapter , next week.



Mathematics Continuing with the chapter “Application of Integration”.
Students have solved examples from the textbook and also
they have solved examples to find areas under the two
curves using integration.

Computer Students learn about queue performance in the data
structure and networking types of network,network
switch,Transmission media of the network.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Grade 12- Commerce

English Poets & Pancakes story was completed and the
discussion was done based on the chapter. Students will
now make notes of the chapter , next week.

Macro Economics Students understood the components and measurement of
government budget of the ongoing chapter 'Government
budget and the economy’.

Business Studies They have been given the recaputulation and revision of
chapters for HYE2.

Accounts Students have been given the knowledge and
understanding of fundamentals relating to death of
partner. They will now be able to solve complex problems.

Computer Students learn about queue performance in the data
structure and networking types of network,network
switch,Transmission media of the network.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time
with “Self”.



EVENTS & CELEBRATIONS:

SPORTS WEEK(C1 & C2) : 22.08.2023 TO 25.08.2023:

As a part of National Sports Day Celebration, players of C1 and C2 participated in
the Interclass competitions.

Please find below the winners list.

RACES/POSITION 1st Position 2nd Position 3rd Position

GRADE 1

CONE PYRAMID
RACE Yug K Patel Kush J Patel Rudra M Mistry

PLACE THE HULA
HOOP RACE

Hetvi U
Purohit Rahil H.Bhatt Parshva V Parmar

MULTITASKING
RACE Riyaan B Patel Kathan P Patel Hetvik S Patel

GRADE 2

CONE PYRAMID
RACE Neel Solanki Kashish R

Panchal Mahi Jaiswal

PLACE THE HULA
HOOP RACE Rithya Satve Maharah

Kachhiyapatel Param Patel

MULTITASKING
RACE Kanishk Y Patel Purvis P Lohia Devansh Modi

Parents’ Club Felicitation: 24.08.2023

The Mothers’ and Fathers’ club is a key part of the Amicus International
School,Vadodara. They play a vital role by supporting the school in many different
ways that enhance the cultural and educational life of the school, benefit the
children and the society.
Members of the Parents Club, 2023- 2024 were felicitated with the badges by our
principal, Dr. Hema Abhiroop and the Sectional Heads.
Please find below the list of our Parents’ Club members:

Designation Father’s Club Mother’s Club

Chairperson Mr. Mehul Thakkar Ms. Shreya Thakkar

Secretary Mr. Kiran Kumar Daraji Dr. Shruti Nikhate

Member Dr. Sunil Nikhate Dr. Sushmita Singh

Member Mr. Hardik Shah Dr. Shweta Taviad



Member Dr. Mitul Shah Dr. Nidhi Shah

Member Mr. Shardul Bhatt Ms. Garima Batra

Member Mr. Anoop Radhakrishnan Ms. Khushbu Dave

EDUCATIONAL FIELD TRIP - SECONDARY STAGE : 25.08.2023:

A visit to BARODA DAIRY by the students of grade 9 to 12 on 25th August gave
them an excellent opportunity to learn outside the classroom setting and provided
a chance to observe the manufacturing facility, the process,final products,
packaging, etc, thus getting experience and practical knowledge of the production
process of various dairy products.

VADODARA KIDOVATION FESTIVAL 2.0 - : 25.08.2023 & 26.08.2023:

Vadodara Kidovation Festival 2.0 was organised jointly by Anand Vidya Vihar School
and New Era Sr. Sec. School, Vaodadara. AISV students of Secondary Stage
participated in the Architecture modelling workshop, AR /VR Workshop and in
action packed, innovative and creative competitions like INNOVERSE EXPO, The
Scrap Yard Scrapers and Entrepreneurship Realm. The students got an exposure
participating in the festival.

STAR OF THE WEEK

Each week children are chosen from C1 to C8, by their teacher to be Star of the
Week. This can be for many different reasons: Regularity, Behaviour, Punctuality,
Academics and Discipline. The children are very proud when they get the Star of
the Week badge. This week list is enclosed:

Grade Star Week - Student’s name Boy & Girl

Grade 1 A/B Netra N Solanki (1A) Ram Sharan .B (1B)

Grade 1 C/D Mihir Purohit (1D) Ridham Patil (1C)

Grade 2 A/B Arnav S Pawar (2A) Mahi Jaiswal(2B)

Grade 2 C/D Yatharth H Patel (2C) Pahal Patel (2D)

Grade 3 A,B,C Jahnav Parmar (3C) Vedant Dixit (3A)

Grade 4A,B,C Vani Patel (4C) Naineel Tundeliya (4A)

Grade 5 A,B Aaradhya Arora (5A) Devansh Panchal (5B)

Grade
6A,B/7A,B

Alysha Sharma (6B) Mahir Patel (7A)



Grade 8 Chahat panjabi -

BEFRIEND READING

BOOK GIFTED ON MY BIRTHDAY:

Name of the child Grade Date Title of the book

Khayana Patel 1A 21-8-23 Grandpa Tales

Aarvi Patel 1A 22-8-23 Stories for children

Pratham Shah UKG - B 25-08-23 Fairy tales

Matrika Shah UKG - C 22-08-23 Blossom storybook 2

Freya Brahmkhatri 3C 25-08-23 The magic of lost
temple

Rudrapal Sinh 5A 23-08-23 1. Stories for children

2.Inspirational stories
for children

Rudra Pal 5B 23-08-23 Moral stories, Stories



for children

Aarohi Patel 3A 25-08-23 121 stories for boys


